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50 caliber bullets and blades, and perform special acrobatic moves such as somersaulting across the enemy. As Wolverine, the
player has an armory of more than eight special moves, ranging from the Beast's trademark telekinetic sentinel to the claws
coming out of Wolverine's knuckles. The game was intended to provide a new experience for Wolverine fans, and was inspired
by classic fighting games such as Capcom's X-Men: Children of the Atom and Konami's Wolverine. Namco had decided to
develop a Wolverine game to challenge their proprietary motion control system, which would allow players to move players'
characters around and control attacks from the third-person perspective, with the intent that motion controls would not be
restricted to the "action" genre. The game has a dedicated storyline and the characters' personalities are a major part of the
experience. The characters are depicted through cutscenes and interact with Wolverine and other players' characters by having
their characters "talk" to each other. Namco hoped that the characters' personalities would make the game more appealing to
younger audiences. Gameplay Wolverine: Origins is an action game played from a third-person perspective, and features six
"acts" across eight story chapters. The story unfolds as the player progresses through the game's story mode, which comprises of
six acts with several intermissions, while other gameplay modes are included in the game's "extra features". The game allows the
player to control Wolverine from a third-person perspective, either in combat or in non-combat scenarios. The game also allows
the player to perform Wolverine's special moves, such as retracting or extending bullets and knives. In combat, the player can
either aim the character's weapons manually, or activate a battle gauge, which allows the player to change the weapon's range
and use special moves. The game features four weapons, which can be collected and upgraded by either finding special loot or
by picking up weapon parts. The game also features a "Crisis Room", where players can fight villains to earn special items.
Characters' strengths and weaknesses are based on their fighting style, which can change from level to level, and during the story
mode. Development Wolverine: Origins was developed by Namco, and was based on characters and plot developed by Japanese
animation studio X-Men Production Company. The game was announced during Namco's showcase for the game at the 2007
Anime Expo, and featured artwork developed by character designer Kazuma Kaneko. The game was the first 82157476af
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